
ANZAC DAY 2018 was the 100th year anniversary of the ending of WWI  

This year is the First World War centenary and it marks 100 years since the end of 
the conflict.  Hundreds of people paid their respects and remembered the fallen 
at two ANZAC day services held at Waikumete. A week before the dawn service 
there was a practise of the cannon fire with members of the RSA and invited 
friends to ensure smooth sailing for ANZAC day.  It is outstanding to see such a 
wonderful turnout of people who continue to show their mark of respect for our 
brave soldiers. 

Sadly one most well known gravestones has 
fallen at Waikumete. This gothic monument 
had stood the test of time for over one  
hundred years and it is a mystery as to why it 
has suddenly fallen. Auckland has had many 
severe storms so it is hoped that if anything it 
has been felled due to Mother nature and not 
foul play. The Friends and management of 
Waikumete keep an active eye on the  
historic area of the cemetery—as do many 
members of the public—and it is such a 
shame to see this monument to Ellen and 
William Jones no longer rising high above 
Presbyterian Division C area. It would be a 
wonderful thing if descendants of this  
couple were made aware of this and could 
work quickly to restore it to its former glory 

          -  Going batty  -  

On the night of March 27th 

members of the committee  

had an exciting time  

searching for bats within 

Waikumete with Twin 

Steams Community  

Coordinator Tina Samuela 

and her colleagues  and 

members from the Eco  Pictured with the group are Friends of Waikumete Presidents : Gayle & 

Gary Marshall and committee members Colin Bradshaw,  

John & Ruth Snashall and Renee Henderson & FB Sue Ann Peers 
Matters team and other guests, There 

were possible bat pulses recorded and 

so an ABM (Automatic Bat Monitor) was 

placed in the vicinity where the bat calls 

where picked up which unfortunately 

just happened to be on a large tree that 

came down in the Auckland cyclone 

storm. Ben Paris from the Auckland 

Council (aka Bat man) thought that the 

bats could possibly have gone into 

“torpor” which means that they may  

have left early for their winter roosts due 

to the severe weather,  The recorders 

might be set up again later this year as 

bats have officially been recorded near a 

stream close to Waikumete cemetery 

along Seymour road. Cross wings! 
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We welcome your support         

PHOTOS :  
Do you have any photos in your 

family history of Waikumete  

cemetery? 

  

We would love to see them and  

collect as a record of the cemetery. 

Please email your photos to:  

 

friendsofwaikumete@outlook.co.nz  

PO BOX 20109 

Glen Eden 

Waitakere City 

 

              -  Not lost but gone before  -  
Thomas Francis Flannery died aged 14 years and 8 

months. In the summer of 1894 the young lad went to 

Helensville to stay with friends of his parents during his 

school holidays. On Wednesday 11th January he went 

with Mr Kavanagh into the bush with a 3 horse team 

and dray to collect a load of sleepers. On the return the 

shaft horse stumbled causing the lead horses to 

swerve. The load capsized and 14 year old Thomas was struck on the 

head by one of the sleepers. His skull was fractured killing him instant-

ly. Mr Kavanagh was injured but not seriously.  After the tragedy his fa-

ther Michael, brought his body back to Auckland by train. Thomas was 

the only son of Michael and Hannah Flannery of Boston Rd, Mt Eden 

and Michael Flannery was head warder at Mt Eden Prison. Michael 

Flannery Thomas is buried in Roman Catholic Division A, Row 7, Plot 

30 "Wisdom of Solomon 4:11 KJV: Yea speedily was he taken away, 

lest that wickedness should alter his understanding, or deceit beguile his 

soul."  (thank  you to John & Ruth Snashall for their research) 

- Cyclone at Waikumete—the worst damage occurred next to the columbarium 

when a large tree was completely uprooted and fell onto the fencing surrounding the area.  

Luckily no one was hurt and the monuments and buildings escaped unscathed. There was general 

storm wreckage of branches scattered amongst the cemetery divisions however Ruth and John 

from the FOW committee took some amazing photos of branches fallen from the mighty  

eucalyptus trees. Had there been anything beneath them they would have caused some serious 

damage! Some of the fallen branches were large and heavy enough to make deep impacts in the 

earth as they fell.  

Uprooted tree next to the Terrace Niche 

Vaults  

One of the eucalyptus branches dig deep  

into the earth 

Ko Ahau Waikumete by Sheree Stout 

Head Sexton at Waikumete 

(with kind permission from the author) 

CONTACT : friendsofwaikumete@outlook.co.nz  

Poppies laid for ANZAC Day 


